The Unstoppable Crossword Challenge
In Unstoppable Book One: Nowhere to Run, Amy and Dan finally face the threat
they’ve always dreaded: the master serum has fallen into the wrong hands, and
they must get it back or its game over…for everyone. Use your Cahill knowledge
to fill in this crossword puzzle, and then unscramble the hidden code word found
within! The race is on. Are you in?
Across
2.	The “digital cowboy” who helps
Amy and Dan. (Hint: he may be
feeling a little hoarse!)
6.	Amy and Dan get pushed into
one of these after their lawyer’s
funeral. (Hint: they fall six feet!)
7.	The political position Pierce is
running for in Nowhere to Run.
8.	European city where Amy’s
boyfriend Jake currently lives.
10.	The branch of the Cahill family
that’s known for being cunning.
Down
1.	The title of another The 39 Clues
book by author Jude Watson.
3.	The first part of the antidote is
located near the site of this
ancient Turkish city.
4.	The language written on the helmet
on the Nowhere to Run cover.
5.	The secret branch of the Cahill
family that Amy and Dan belong to.
7.	Pierce’s followers are called this.
9.	The Cahill family has guarded the
39 Clues for ______ hundred years.
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Bonus
Copy the seven circled letters here:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The contents of this page may be photocopied
and distributed for educational purposes, as
long as it’s free of charge.
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Answers:
Across: 2. PONY; 6. GRAVE;
7. PRESIDENT; 8. ROME; 10. LUCIAN
Down: 1. IN TOO DEEP; 3. TROY;
4. GREEK; 5. MADRIGAL;
7. PIERCERS; 9. FIVE
Bonus:
E N D G A M E

To unscramble the letters, answer this
question: In Unstoppable, Amy and Dan
have a secret plan already in place when
they have to flee the country. What is the
codename for this plan?
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